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Abstract: File systems have traditionally been
implemented in the operating system's kernel to
ensure maximum possible speed and integration
with the rest of the operating system, and this
was true even for network file systems such as
NFS. However, available CPU power on main
stream architectures continues to increase daily
at a rate which is not closely followed by speed
of computer network equipment. When consider
ing development of network-distributed file
systems today it becomes clear that speed im
provements offered by pure kernel-side
implementations are no longer significant given
the bandwidth and latencies of computer net
works. Recent efforts in enabling user-space file
system implementations on free / open source
Unix-like operating systems have made it pos
sible to create a solution for distributing file
system data over computer networks entirely in
user-space. In this work we present such a solu
tion – the Trivially Distributed File System.
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1. Introduction
Management of computer data as files in a
suitable file system is, next to data processing,
the most important task of a computer system.
The existence of various types and implementa
tions of local file systems, some of which are
comparatively recent (like Reiser4 [1]) show that
this is still a very active area of research and im
provement.
As computer networks became ubiquitous,
the importance of accessing files located on re
mote computer systems has become more and
more important. First file sharing applications
were based on interactive protocols such as the
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) [2] which required
users to login and explicitly initiate a file trans
fer. Each application wishing to make use of
remote file resources needed its own network

support code and it was soon clear that what is
needed is a system that offers transparent access
to remote files in a way that is indistinguishable
from accessing local files. The most popular im
plementation of this principle is the Network File
System (NFS) [3] developed at Sun Micro
systems, Inc. The NFS is strictly a client-server
protocol, concerned with providing multiple cli
ents with data stored on a single server. While
very successful at the task it is meant to do, it is
not applicable in situations where data is located
(and must remain synchronised) on many servers
at the same time.
Several network-distributed file system have
been created to address this issue, including
Sprite [4], AFS and Coda [5], InterMezzo [9],
GFS [6] and others. Each of the referenced file
systems is implemented with at least some of its
components in kernel space. The terms “distrib
uted” and “replicated” file systems are used as
interchangeable in most previous works in this
area, though a “distributed” file system does not
imply it is automatically “replicated” (i.e. a “dis
tributed” file system can hold different files or
directory trees on different servers, while a “rep
licated” file system holds exact copy of data on
each server).
This work presents an experimental solution
for a replicated file system implemented entirely
in user-space. This file system is currently in
formally called Trivially Distributed File System
(TDFS), though it is actually a replicated file
system. This name might change in the future as
more features are added to the system. TDFS
was implemented and tested on the FreeBSD op
erating system, but is portable to other operating
systems.
2. Overview of Different Implementations of
Distributed File Systems
In order to justify and explain the design of
TDFS, we'll present examples of previous work
done in this area.

2.1. Historical Network File Systems
The Network file system (NFS) must be
mentioned as it is the first widely deployed trans
parent network file system [7]. It has evolved
over time, acquiring features needed to support
technological progress in networks and operating
systems. Though Version 4 is the latest standard
version, and has been for some time, most sites
currently implement Version 3 (also called
NFSv3). Because of its wide deployment and
support (both by operating systems and by ap
plications), features offered by NFSv3 can be
considered a golden standard to which other net
work file systems can be compared.
NFS is essentially a stateless Remote Proced
ure Call (RPC) based protocol, meaning that
every request a client makes is in the form of a
procedure call that calls code implemented on
the remote server, and every such call carries all
data needed to satisfy the request and return a re
sponse. NFS uses standard Unix RPC
mechanism (also developed at Sun Micro
systems),
which
handles
cross-platform
compatibility issues by using External data rep
resentation format (XDR) for serialising data
over the network. Almost all later network file
systems implement similar RPC mechanisms.
NFS clients make no assumptions about serv
er state and any caching of data is “unofficial”
and with limited implicit semantics such as “call
result can be reused if it's less than 30 seconds
old.” NFS clients do not get notifications from
servers (do not behave as RPC servers). Benefits
of this approach are relatively easy implementa
tion, excellent performance in the average case
and easy error recovery (clients only have to wait
until servers recover). Although NFS was de
signed to closely follow Unix file semantics,
with minimum deviations needed for reasonable
performance, file locking was introduced only as
a separate service outside the main protocol.
Usually, NFS is used to export an existing direct
ory tree on the server over the network.
Next logical step deserving mention is the
Andrew File System (AFS) [8], which provides
explicit controls for data caching on the client
side. It is also implemented as a RPC protocol,
but this time clients responding to RPC calls
from server in order to perform cache invalida
tion. In AFS, files are fetched from remote server
into local caches on first use, so that most of file
operations (most importantly, read and write op
erations) are performed on local data. Modified

portions of files are transferred back to the server
(only) when the file is closed. Local data cache is
stored in special format in local file system and
is persistent across reboots of both client and
server systems. Implicitly, the only file locking
semantics supported are those that work on entire
files. The AFS is not considered a replicated file
system (though it supports simplified read-only
replication), but it is a distributed file system,
where certain servers hold certain directory trees.
Clients can request files from any server and are
internally redirected to the proper server.
2.2. Network-distributed and Replicated file
Systems
The Coda file system [5] started as an ad
vancement of AFS and introduced several new
key features: server replication, disconnected op
eration and resolution of diverging replicas with
bandwidth adaptation. It extends the set of client
and server RPC calls with those used for man
aging disconnected operation (i.e. when the
connection between client and a server is not
possible) and synchronising data between mul
tiple servers. Both issues are addressed by using
modification journals which contain timestamped
and versioned records of file system operations,
which are replayed when needed on the systems
they are needed.
InterMezzo file system is implemented as a
sort of stacked file system on top of ext2 file sys
tem [9] (i.e. it does not define its own file system
format but depends closely on ext2 on which it
replicates directory structures among the
servers). It presents a somewhat different ap
proach than the previously described file systems
in that it tries to combine resolving most of file
system requests from local cache and at the same
time provide on-the-fly updates to server data. It
started as an improvement to Coda.
Global File System (GFS) uses a specific ap
proach, relying on high-speed network storage
systems (Storage Area Networks – SANs). It im
plements inter-client synchronisation operations
directly on storage in a way similar to that used
by operating systems in RAM. In this way, cli
ents are not directly aware of each other but
implicitly communicate using storage [6].
All distributed file systems are influenced by
Unix-like file semantics, most notably that read
ers immediately see changes to files made by
writers, the “last write wins,” and that metadata
updates should be synchronous to help recovery

in case of system crash. But to achieve speed,
some systems (like AFS and Coda) modify
and/or relax these semantics, which make them
unsuitable for demanding applications such as
databases.

been ported, together with a new kernel module,
to FreeBSD [10].
FUSE file system process
tdfs_daemon -m /data ...

Process A

3. Design and Implementation of TDFS
Both design and implementation of TDFS are
influenced by two factors:
1. Availability and completeness of support
for user space file systems provided by
the FUSE project
2. Existing implementations of distributed
file systems
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Figure 1. Path of a simple file system request

Additionally, much thought was given in
making the design as simple and robust as pos
sible, in order to facilitate extensibility in the
future.
3.1. The FUSE project: File Systems in User
Space
Traditional operating system design makes a
division between the “kernel” of the system,
which is responsible for interfacing with hard
ware devices, provides networking, file system
and other low-level services and “user space”
where user applications execute. Typically the
kernel is “monolithic,” meaning that all its ser
vices share a single memory address space and
execute at elevated hardware privilege level, and
strictly divided from user space, in which each
application has its own address space.

FUSE currently supports all major file sys
tem functionalities except file locking.
Additionally, most functionalities are exposed on
a very high level, making them efficient in terms
of eliminating redundant interaction between file
system implementation and kernel code (and thus
context switches). Both the main FUSE library
and the kernel module are currently in develop
ment and new features are constantly being
implemented.
3.2.Design of TDFS

File systems are traditionally implemented in
kernel space to take advantage of low overhead
of accessing internal kernel services such as stor
age device drivers (typically this is to avoid a
context switch between user space and kernel
space) and to make themselves transparently ac
cessible to any and all user space processes.

The TDFS is implemented as two user space
daemons called the “master” and the “slave” dae
mon. The master daemon is a FUSE file system
implementation (FUSE provides a “backend”
service to user space applications) and it
provides a virtual device which is mounted into
the file system hierarchy in the usual way. A
master daemon connects to one or more slave
daemons running on remote hosts (or, for pur
pose of testing, the local host). Communication
between master and slave daemons is conducted
using standard TCP/IP facilities provided by the
operating system.

FUSE project aims to provide the means by
which file systems can be written in user space
and exposed via the kernel to rest of the operat
ing system in a transparent way (i.e. not
distinguishable from other file systems). The in
frastructure to achieve this consists of two parts:
operating system specific kernel module and
portable user space libraries, which interface as
depicted in Fig. 1. The FUSE system was de
veloped on Linux (on which it has become a
standard feature of the kernel) but has recently

The guiding idea behind TDFS is that it
should act as a “stacked” file system, offering
network replication of data stored in arbitrary file
systems from a system running the master dae
mon to the ones running slave daemons. To
achieve high speed as well as simplicity of oper
ation, all read requests are satisfied from the file
system copy which is local to the particular dae
mon. In this respect, it is similar to InterMezzo
system, but it is not dependant on type of the un
derlying file system. All considerations about file

caching are left to the usual mechanisms of the
operating system.
Other architectural goals of TDFS are that it
should natively support data compression over
the network, that it should follow Unix file se
mantics as closely as possible (especially those
referencing data consistency), and that the num
ber of slaves connected to a master should not be
limited by design.
3.3. Implementation of TDFS
Internally the FUSE system is multithreaded: several (10 by default) file system re
quests can be processed at the same time in the
user space, and this design influences the way
master daemons work. In addition to FUSE
threads (created to respond to system requests
coming from kernel), there are two more threads
that are used to manage the network protocol and
system state. Thread management and synchron
isation is implemented using POSIX threads [11]
package (pthreads) provided by the operating
system.
As a single slave daemon can only be con
nected to one master daemon in the experimental
implementation, the slave daemons are single
threaded. By way of network protocol built on
TCP the master daemon sends messages contain
ing high-level descriptions of file system
operations to each connected slave. Slaves use
this information to replay file system operations
in a local file system tree. These local file system
trees (slave replicas) can be independently ac
cessed for read-only operations by local
applications, making full use of data caching fa
cilities provided by the operating system.
TDFS uses a relatively simple network pro
tocol, similar to that of NFS in the aspect that
one side of the client-server pair (in this case, the
“slave” daemon) is as simple as possible and
doesn't initiate operations (rather, it only re
sponds to the messages arriving from the master
daemon). Individual threads of the master dae
mon and a single slave daemon operate in lockstep configuration: when a kernel request is
handled to a master daemon thread, the thread
sends a message block to slave daemons and
blocks execution until all of them return execu
tion status. A value indicating success is returned
to the kernel only if the local operation and all
remote operations have executed successfully.

The experimental implementation supports
one compression method, provided by liblzf lib
rary [12] chosen for its remarkable speed and
decent compression ratio.
4. Comparison to Existing Solutions
Some features present in TDFS are similar to
those of NFS, others are also found in more ad
vanced systems such as the InterMezzo. Like
NFS, the TDFS has a simple lock-step protocol
in which one side of communication channel is
subordinate (doesn't originate requests). Similar
to InterMezzo, TDFS is a pure stacked file sys
tem that has to be mounted on top of existing file
systems, but unlike it, TDFS is independent of
local file system types on master and slave ma
chines.
The one notably lacking feature in TDFS is
file locking support, because no such support is
provided in the FUSE system. While on the mas
ter server the locking is handled by the local
operating system infrastructure, there are no
locking messages in the network protocol, and
the slave daemons are not aware of file locking
events that happen on the master. Though in the
ory a multi-master operation could be achieved
by setting up both master and slave daemons to
run on each of several servers, missing support
for file locking presents a major problem for this
mode of operation.
The underlying FUSE infrastructure offers
several tunable properties that can influence per
formance and overall behaviour of the file
system implementation. Most notable of these
are options for metadata caching, enabling of
asynchronous read operations and specifiable
maximum size for write() requests (max_write).
The TDFS supports those optimisations by
design and their usage can make a difference in
performance. In particular, the max_write option
directly influences the maximum message size in
network communication with the slave daemon.
Currently, the protocol used by TDFS is un
optimised, and lacks several features that make
NFS and other network-aware file systems per
form better (such as caching, read-ahead and
coalescing of small consecutive requests [7]).
Even so, the speed achieved in regular usage can
rival those systems when compression is turned
on (because it can greatly reduce network
traffic). The experimental implementation also
lacks internal synchronisation mechanisms, and
relies on external utilities such as rsync[13].

To explore performance of TDFS several
benchmarks were conducted on two computers
connected end to end into a private 100Mbit/s
network. The master computer was a Pentium M
laptop (1.5GHz clock speed) and the slave was
an Athlon 64 desktop machine (1.8GHz clock
speed). All benchmark data presented here are
average of 5 benchmark runs.
TDFS performance is dependant mostly on
three distinct factors:
1. Kernel to user space communication
latency in FUSE system
2. Network transmission latency
3. Master-slave protocol overhead

Latencies introduced by network communic
ation can be improved greatly by introducing
high-speed network equipment (e.g. Gigabit Eth
ernet or better). Unfortunately, no such
equipment was available for testing TDFS so all
tests were conducted on 100Mbit/s Ethernet.
File system w rite throughput benchmark
Throughput [kB/s]
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ance-critical systems (either embedded or highpowered).
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Figure 3. Write throughput at
various block sizes

Because of the unbuffered lock-step opera
tion of TDFS network protocol, benchmark
results for small block sizes (presented in Fig. 3)
are notably worse than that of NFS. Rresults for
the largest block sizes are better than NFS be
cause of data compression in the protocol. For
the large block sizes, uncompressed throughput
is less than 2x worse than that of NFS. The
“ideal” and “real” marks distinguish between
best-case compression (blocks of zeroes, trivially
compressible) and real-case (data from a text file,
compressed to 50%-75% of original size) data
for TDFS.
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Figure 2. Speed of common file operations
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Benchmark results presented in Fig. 2. indic
ate that, while still significant, these latencies are
much smaller than those introduced by network
and protocol overhead. Even with network and
protocol overhead, speed is still well in the same
order of magnitude with that of local access.
NFS is doing particularly well in this benchmark
because it has the ability to buffer and coalesce
metadata requests into larger requests.

Figure 4. Bonnie++ benchmarks

Bonnie++ is an industry-standard file system
benchmark used to benchmark ideal performance
in a uniform and repeatable way. Contrasted to
benchmarks from Fig. 2 and Fig 3. (made with a
custom utility) this benchmark is conducted with
full file system buffering (the default configura
tion for server computer systems).

Results presented in Fig. 4 nicely emphasize
main assets of TDFS in an ideal environment:
that read requests are satisfied from local files,
and that built-in network protocol compression
can have a large influence on performance. In the
first benchmark bonnie++ writes large blocks
filled with zero bytes which can be compressed
extensively, so the achieved throughput in the
“TDFS, compressed” run is much higher than
what the physical network bandwidth offers. The
third benchmark performs large block reads,
which are satisfied locally and the results are
again much higher than network bandwidth al
lows. In the middle, the second benchmark
repeatedly reads and writes the same blocks of
data, and again gets optimised by local reads and
compressed network writes. This benchmark ex
poses the worst case for NFS as both reads and
writes must pass through the network.
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Figure 5. Archive unpacking speed

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the results of a realworld benchmark, unpacking of a source-code
archive which, unpacked, contains 35MB of vari
ous text and source code files which vary in size
from couple of bytes to over 1MB. This bench
mark shows that the presence of many small files
is bad for TDFS's performance, but that even in
such pessimistic case TDFS is less than 2x
slower than NFS.
5. Conclusion
This work has explored the idea of creating a
distributed, network replicated file system en
tirely in user space of a computer operating
system. Though file systems have traditionally
been implemented strictly as kernel services be
cause of speed considerations, the rise in
available computing power has made a user
space implementation possible and feasible. An
experimental file system (named Trivially Dis
tributed File System – TDFS) was implemented
and benchmarked to show the potential perform

ance of such systems. Results are optimistic and
show that even with a trivial network protocol
and only basic optimisations, performance is ad
equate even for a moderately demanding
environment. Further work is expected to turn
this experimental implementation into a reliable
and fully featured solution.
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